Here is the list of Intellectual Property events occurring in December 2015. If you have knowledge of or are organising any IP event not shown on the list, we would be grateful if you would let us know. Simply leave us a comment or tweet us @QMJIP @PedroMMalaquias #IPEvents and we can add it to the list.

We also invite you to consult the IPKat's list of forthcoming events, available here.
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@PedroMMalaquias (Researcher KU Leuven CiTiP; Queen Mary Journal of Intellectual Property, Associate Editor; Portuguese Qualified lawyer; LL.M. in Intellectual Property Law at Queen Mary, University of London)
UNITED KINGDOM

- 7 December – Southampton – Southampton Law School – Responsibilities, permissions and exceptions: Google and online copyright – Link.
- 7 December – London – Assimilate IP – Building, Managing and Monetizing Your IP Portfolio – Link.
• 7 December – London – MBL Seminars – All You Need to Know About the UK Patent Box – Link.
• 8 December – Middlesbrough – Navigator North – Contracts and copyright: uses and abuses – Link.
• 8-9 December – London – EPO – EPO and UK IPO online services workshop – Link.
• 9 December – London – LES B&I – Has the Supreme Court re-written the rule on penalty clauses? What you need to know when drafting contracts; The relevance gap – why isn’t IP top priority for most companies? – Link.
CONTINENTAL EUROPE

- 1 December – Milan, Italy – EPO – Guidelines2day and Article 123(2) supported by the epi – [Link].
- 2 December – Madrid, Spain – ITENE & European Commission – Innovación y tradición, las claves para proteger e innovar tu ventaja competitiva – [Link].
- 3-4 December – Amsterdam, Netherlands – FORUM Institut für Management GmbH – Intellectual Property Protection for Plant Innovation 2015 7th International Conference – [Link].
- 3-4 December – Helsinki, Finland – IPR University Centre – Legal Transplant for Innovation and Creativity: China and the evolution of IP Norms – [Link].
- 3-4 December – Munich, Germany – FORUM Institut für Management GmbH – Licensing – [Link].
- 8 December – Munich, Germany – Bayern Innovativ – Commercial legal protection in the field of technology transfer – [Link].
- 9 December – Braga, Portugal – CREATe – Fourth International Workshop on Artificial Intelligence and IP law: The Story(s) of Copyright – [Link].
- 10 December – Brussels, Belgium – AEDC – Dites-moi ce que vous mangez... Exposé sur les appellations d'origine, accompagné d'une dégustation de produits locaux – [Link].
- 10-11 December – Amsterdam, Netherlands – Tilburg Law and Economics Center – Competition, Standardization and Innovation – [Link].
- 10-11 December – Amsterdam, Netherlands – FORUM Institut für Management GmbH – EP Claim Drafting Practice (Advanced Course) for the chemical, pharmaceutical and life sciences industry – [Link].
NORTH AMERICA

- 2 December – Santa Monica, CA, USA – California Lawyers for the Arts – How to Avoid Common Pitfalls in Entertainment Employment Contracts – Link.
- 3 December – New York, NY, USA – CSUSA – Termination of Copyright Interests: Legal Updates and Practical Developments – Link.
- 3-4 December – Washington DC, USA – University of Washington School of Law – Future of Innovation in Medicine: Incentives for New Medical Treatments and Global Health – Link.
- 4 December – Los Angeles, CA, USA – LAIPLA – LAIPLA Goest to Court 2015 – Link.
SOUTH AMERICA

ASIA

- 3-4 December – Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China – KSAR Government, Hong Kong Trade Development Council and Hong Kong Design Centre – Business of IP Asia Innovation – Link.